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Abstract
Robotics have recently contributed to cosmological spectroscopy to automatically obtain the map of the
observable universe using robotic fiber positioners. For this purpose, an assignment algorithm is required
to assign each robotic fiber positioner to a target associated with a particular observation. The assignment
process directly impacts on the coordination of robotic fiber positioners to reach their assigned targets. In
this paper, we establish an optimal target assignment scheme which simultaneously provides the fastest
coordination accompanied with the minimum of colliding scenarios between robotic fiber positioners. In
particular, we propose a cost function by whose minimization both of the cited requirements are taken into
account in the course of a target assignment process. The applied simulations manifest the improvement of
convergence rates using our optimal approach. We show that our algorithm scales the solution in quadratic
time in the case of full observations. Additionally, the convergence time and the percentage of the colliding
scenarios are also decreased in both supervisory and hybrid coordination strategies.
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1. Introduction
Modern observational astronomy is interested in the study of the dark matter distribution in the universe
to investigate its evolution. For this purpose, cosmological spectroscopy has been taken into account to
generate the map of the observable universe. In particular, electromagnetic waves emanating from target
galaxies are collected using fibers. Then, the received signals are processed using a spectrograph to compute
a desired map. The observable universe is about to be divided into specific sets of observations each of which
includes a multitude of galaxies. Then, the data obtained from various surveys will generate a unified map
depicting the observable universe.
Many spectroscopic surveys are defined to be pursued based on a class of projects such as SDSS-V[1].
These projects seek to develop the ground telescopes equipped with fibers and spectrographs such as DESI
[2], MOONS [3], PFS [4], SLOAN [5], etc. In these telescopes, a robotic fiber positioner [6] is attached
to each optical fiber. Thus, a fiber can rotationally move in the workspace of its associated robotic fiber
positioner to reach various spots associated with observation targets. The overall collection of robotic fiber
positioners is located at a particular area of the telescope called focal plane.
The spectroscopic survey generation is typically done in 3 phases. Namely taking a specific observation
into account, one first has to assign each target of an observation to a specific robotic fiber positioner of a
planned telescope (assignment phase). Then, the robotic fiber positioners have to be coordinated to reach
their assigned targets such that no collision occurs during the coordination phase[7, 8]. Finally, the collected
spectroscopic signals are sent to a spectrograph to generate the map of the observation (processing phase).
Because of the complexity of the system and the dense placement of robotic fiber positioners, the coordination
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phase is often challenging to be handled. In particular, one is interested in fast collision-free coordinations
whose convergence rates1 are maximized. One may note that the assignment phase dramatically influences
the achievement of the quoted favorite coordination. Thus, any improvement of the assignment process may
directly contribute to the realization of safer collision-free and faster coordinations.
As already stated, each observation often requires a large number of objects to be assigned to a set
of robotic fiber positioners [9]. So, a set of methodologies were proposed to handle assignments. For
example, random assignment simply assigns each target to a random unassigned robotic fiber positioner.
This method takes no specific criteria into account, thereby being computationally plausible. However,
the coordination phase may become very challenging because random assignment may assign some targets
to a dense neighborhood of robotic fiber positioners. In this case, the coordination phase may struggle
to simultaneously reach proper convergence rates and avoid potential collisions between the robotic fiber
positioners. Flow-based assignment [10] was another scheme which solves the target assignment problem as
a network flow one. The method aims to maximize the number of targets to which fibers are assigned. This
strategy uses network flow graphs to solve the problem. Namely, it first identifies a set of fibers which do not
collide any other peers. Then, the set of unallocated fibers are taken into account to resolve collisions using
a network flow graph. This method was basically designed to address target assignment in non-robotic focal
planes. In other words, however collisions among fibers are addressed by the method, it may not be able
to properly handle collisions among robotic fiber positioners. In automatized focal planes, collisions depend
on real-time states of robotic fiber positioners during coordinations. So in practice, it is unlikely to be able
to consider all potential collisions corresponding to numerous coordination solutions of a system of robotic
fiber positioners in the assignment phase. Thus, modular perspective in decoupling assignment phase from
coordination phase may be more effective to avoid collisions and to find fast and safe coordinations during
coordination phases. Later, the drainage algorithm [11] was proposed based on a tiling approach. This
method ensures that the maximum number of targets are observed in an observation. In particular, targets
are moved among various lists of unassigned robotic fiber positioners each of which can observe a specific
set of targets. Finally, each target is assigned to the shortest list including observable targets. This method
assimilates the target-to-positioner ratio corresponding to the overall desired targets with respect to robotic
fiber positioners. As a disadvantage, this strategy assumes no physical size for robotic positioners, thereby
neglecting any potential collisions between them.
Alternatively, target-based assignment method [12] assigns positioners to targets instead of targets to
positioners. The assignment ratio of this algorithm is improved compared to that of the drainage algorithm.
However, this method is computationally more intensive than the drainage algorithm. The target-based
assignment method seeks the ease of path finding, say, decreasing the occurrences of collisions2 and dead-
locks3 using a parity-based mechanism. In particular, each robotic fiber positioner can rotate in two different
directions one of which may be less susceptible to collisions and deadlocks. Thus, one may set and vary
parities associated with a robotic fiber positioners set to find a parity set according to which the robotic fiber
positioners can converge to a specific configuration with less colliding and deadlock issues. This method
checks the existence of conflicts at the assignment time. Thus, achieving the least collision-prone solution is
not guaranteed. Nonetheless, there is no guideline based on which one could set parities in a systematic way
to achieve the reported ∼ 2%− 3% improvement rate in assignment gain. Thus, none of the methods above
simultaneously minimizes both the required coordination and the occurrence of collisions and/or deadlocks.
1 Given a set of robotic fiber positioners, convergence rate is defined as the number of those which reach their desired position
at the end of their coordination divided by their overall number.
2 A collision occurs when two neighboring robotic fiber positioners violently strike against another.
3 A deadlock is a situation in which two neighboring robotic fiber positioners, which blocks each other’s paths through their
target spots, stop moving at a location which is not their target spots. Each back-and-forth movement of such a pair of
robotic fiber positioners is counted as one deadlock.
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(a) The blue robotic fiber positioner fulfills the minimum
coordination criterion.
(b) The red robotic fiber positioner satisfies the maximum
distribution criterion.
Figure 1: Optimization requirements evaluations in a typical assignment scenario. (As a patch of a typical focal plane,
the gray hexagons represent robotic fiber positioners which have been already allocated, and the black circle depicts their
average coordinate. Two unallocated robotic fiber positioners, i.e., the dark blue and red manipulators, are confined to their
corresponding hexagons. Each of the robotic fiber positioners can reach the green circle representing an unassigned target.)
In this paper, we find an optimal solution to the target assignment problem which minimizes the required
coordination and maximizes the distance between assigned positioners to minimize collisions and/or dead-
locks. In particular, we embed the quoted criteria into a cost function. Then, we propose an algorithm which
finds the optimal target-to-positioner assignments constrained to the cost function minimization. We show
that our quadratic algorithm is computationally efficient enough to solve the target assignment problem
associated with crowded robotic fiber positioners sets.
Our method improves the performances of both hybrid [13] and supervisory [14] coordination approaches.
In particular, hybrid coordination reaches higher convergence rates using our optimal assignment strategy,
The supervisory coordination, which seeks complete coordination of a robotic fiber positioners set, often
suffers from computational complexity issues. To be specific, supervisory coordination requires intensive
computations to solve the completeness problem if the random, drainage, or target-based algorithms are
used in the assignment process. In contrast, we observe that optimal target assignment efficiently reduces
the state space size of coordination supervisors. Put differently, optimal target assignment surpasses the
methods quoted above to solve the coordination problem in a shorter time.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Optimal target assignment process is presented in
Section 2. In particular, a cost function is defined to address the requirements of the problem solution.
Then, an algorithm is established to solve the problem. We also demonstrate the quadratic complexity of
our algorithm. Section 3 illustrates how our optimal assignment algorithm improves the coordination results
of both hybrid and supervisory methods. Section 4 summaries our accomplishments.
2. Optimal Target Assignment
In this section, we start by defining a cost function which takes the trade-off between the following
requirements into account.
1. the minimum coordination of the robotic fiber positioners which reach a particular set of targets: each
target should be assigned to the robotic fiber positioner whose initial ferrule’s coordinate is in the
closest distance to the target’s projected location on the host focal plane compared to the projected
locations of the reminder of the reaching robotic fiber positioners. (see, Fig. 1a)
2. the maximum distribution of the robotic fiber positioners which reach a particular set of targets: each
target should be assigned to the robotic fiber positioner which is located at the farthest distance from
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the already-allocated robotic fiber positioners. (see, Fig. 1b)
We first define the reachability relation which specifies a robotic fiber positioner reaching a particular target.
In particular, let pi and t be a robotic fiber positioner and a target, respectively. Then, the reachability
relation R(pi, t) holds if t is reachable by pi. We also specify the set of all robotic fiber positioners reaching
a specific target as its reachable set. Namely, let P and t be a set of robotic fiber positioners and a target,
respectively. Then, ΓPt is the largest subset of P whose elements reach t as follows.
ΓPt :={pi ∈ P|R(pi, t)}
:={iΓPt |1 ≤ i ≤ |P|}
(1)
We are interested in a measure to represent the distance of a target from a set of robotic fiber positioners.
Thus, we define the average coordinate associated with a batch of robotic fiber positioners. Given an index
set I and a set of robotic fiber positioners P := {pii|i ∈ I}, let Q := {qi|i ∈ I} be the coordinate set
corresponding to P. Then, the average coordinate Q associated with P is defined as below.
Q :=
∑
i∈I
qi
|I| (2)
Given a target t, qt represents the projected coordinate of t on the focal plane corresponding to the set of
robotic fiber positioners which can observe t. Now we are set to mathematically formulate our requirements.
In particular, we take the minimum coordination criterion into account corresponding to a target t by
assigning the positioner pii ∈ iΓPt to it which minimizes the following subfunction4
‖qi − qt‖2 . (3)
Furthermore, we consider the maximum distribution criterion for a target t by assigning the positioner
pii ∈ iΓPt to it which maximizes the following subfunction∑
j∈J
‖qi − qj‖2 . (4)
Here J is an index set corresponding to the set of already allocated robotic fiber positioners.
One may note that the maximum distribution criterion is computationally labor-intensive. So, we present
a lower bound for this criterion which is computationally more plausible. In particular, let P and t be a set
of robotic fiber positioners and a target to be observed, respectively. Denote by Q the average coordinate
associated with P. According to the extended triangle inequality, we have
∑
j∈J
‖qi − qj‖2 ≥
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
j∈J
(
qi − qj
)∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
, (5)
which gives ∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
j∈J
(
qi − qj
)∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥|J |qi −
∑
j∈J
qj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=|J |
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥qi −
∑
j∈J
qj
|J |
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≥∥∥qi −Q∥∥2 .
(6)
Therefore, a lower bound for the maximum distribution criterion, i.e., (4), is∥∥qi −Q∥∥2 . (7)
4 Operator ‖·‖2 represents Euclidean norm.
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Thus, the overall cost function, the minimization of which simultaneously satisfies the both optimal criteria,
is as follows.
‖qi − qt‖2∥∥qi −Q∥∥2 (∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ ‖ΓPt ‖) (8)
The optimal assignment solver (OAS) algorithm takes (8) into account to solve the target assignment
optimization problem.
Algorithm Optimal Assignment Solver (OAS)
Input:
P . Robotic fiber positioners set
T . Targets set
Output:
Assigned positioner-target tuples
1: Q ← ∅
2: sort T based on the observation priorities in descending order
3: for each t ∈ T do
4: assign t to pii such that i = argmin
i
‖qi−qt‖2
‖qi−Q‖
2
(∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ ‖ΓPt ‖)
5: P ← P \ {pii}
6: Q ← Q∪˙{pii} . Symbol ∪˙ denotes disjoint union operation.
7: end for
8: return The assigned positioner-target tuples
Now, we demonstrate the quadratic computational complexity of the OAS algorithm. In particular, let
T and P be a set of targets and robotic fiber positioners, respectively. Given n := |T | and k := |P|, the
sorting process can be executed in O(n log n), which is not the computational bottleneck of the algorithm.
Then, the loop has to check a subset of robotic fiber positioners for each target. In the worst case, the ith
iteration of the loop has to check k − i + 1 robotic fiber positioners with respect the ith target. Thus, the
overall number of loop operations is
nk − (1 + 2 + · · ·+ n) + 2 = nk − n(n+ 1)
2
+ 2. (9)
In the worst case, we ideally suppose k = n to maximize the information obtained from an observation. It
turns out that the complexity is O(n2). Thus, overall computational complexity of the OAS algorithm is
quadratic.
3. Simulations
In this section5, we observe how our optimal target assignment method improves the performance of the
overall coordination of robotic fiber positioners set in view of different measures. In particular, we compare
what our strategy achieves to those of the target-based assignment, known as one of the most promising
available assignment methods up to now. The target distributions are assumed to be random. We performed
50 simulated scenarios per each population of robotic fiber positioners whose overall averages are presented
below.
Major parameters of the simulation are specified in the Table 1.
5 We conduct the tests on a ASUS ZenBook UX410UAR with an Intel Core i7-8550U @ 1.8GHz x 4 processor, Intel UHD
Graphics 620 graphic card on an Microsoft Windows 10, 10.0.15063 version.
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Figure 2: The convergence rate comparison between optimal and target-based assignments during hybrid coordinations
Table 1: The parameters applied to the simulations
Parameter Value
The length of the first arm 8.000 mm
The length of the second arm 17.000 mm
The width of the first arm 8.000 mm
The width of the second arm 4.000 mm
The ferrule size 1 mm
The maximum speed of the first arm’s actuator 30 rpm
The maximum speed of the second arm’s actuator 20 rpm
The time step of control command generation 10 ms
The hybrid coordination [13] generally does not guarantee the complete coordination of a typical robotic
fiber positioners set. Thus, the convergence rate is a measure to assess the effectiveness of a coordination
process. In particular, Fig. 2 illustrates the convergence rates corresponding to various numbers of robotic
fiber positioners. One observes that the hybrid coordination method yields higher convergence rates using
our optimal target assignment method.
The number of deadlocks during a coordination process is correlated to the required time to reach the
coordinated configuration. Put differently, the less deadlocks occur in the course of coordination, the faster
the final coordinated configuration is achieved. In particular, Fig. 3 depicts the decrement of deadlocks
during coordinations when optimal target assignment is taken into account.
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Figure 3: The deadlock occurrences using optimal assignment during hybrid coordinations
The supervisory coordination [14] is also improved using the optimal target assignment. Namely, a
coordination supervisor is a finite state machine some of whose strings are solutions to the complete coor-
dination problem associated with a specific set of robotic fiber positioners. Since the solutions have to be
found through the overall structure of a coordination supervisor, the state size of the coordination supervisor
significantly impacts on the time required to solve a complete coordination problem. In particular according
to the Fig. 4, the optimal target assignment method resembles the target-based one in view of the state
space size of coordination supervisors if the overall robotic fiber positioners sets are not very populated.
However, we observe that the optimal target assignment method surpasses the target-based counterpart
regarding this factor when the number of robotic fiber positioners is increased.
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Figure 4: The decrement of coordination supervisors’ state space size during supervisory coordinations
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4. Conclusion
This paper introduces a new method to improve the state-of-the-art target assignment algorithm based
on an optimization perspective. In particular, the optimal target assignment takes a cost function into
account according to which the distribution density of assigned robotic fiber positioners is locally decreased,
thereby less frequent occurrences of deadlocks during coordinations. We also minimize the cost function
seeking the target-fiber pairs whose Euclidean distance is as small as possible. Thus, the overall coordination
time is minimized. We also show that our optimization algorithm is efficiently scalable in quadratic time.
The applied simulations represent the efficiency of the optimal target assignment scheme to improve the
performances of both the hybrid and the supervisory coordination techniques.
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